
Modular Ranges   



CUSTOM. MODULAR. TURNKEY.
Action Target partnered with CoverSix, the leader in customized 
modular buildings, to redefine Modular Small Arms Ranges.
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Action Target has built thousands of ranges around the world over the 
past four decades. Our range products span every environment and 
meet the needs of the simplest and most advanced training facilities 
in the world. Action Target is a proven trusted partner in designing, 
building and supporting firearms training at every level.

CoverSix has been the go-to supplier of hardened modular structures 
to government and private agencies for more than 20 years. With 
extensive experience in modular construction and unique abilities to 
provide custom solutions across multiple industries, CoverSix commits 
its expertise to the next evolution of shooting range technology. 
Together, Action Target and CoverSix Introduce the Arcas™ Modular 
Range with three configurations to meet the industry's needs.

Arcas EXT rapidly deploys with minimal infrastructure, providing up 
to three lanes and extending up to 100m in length. Arcas ranges are 
constructed from ready-built modules that seamlessly combine for an 
unmatched finished product.

Arcas MBL is a mobile chassis-mounted module built for the road. Fully 
portable, this range goes where it's needed and includes necessary 
options and features typical in any fixed-location range.

Arcas DLX is scalable to meet specific project requirements with up 
to 14 lanes and up to 100m of shooting range distance. This deluxe 
configuration features an open-bay concept that does not require 
vertical supports mid-range and can be built with fewer modules than 
its competitors.

CAPABILITIES

14 lane tactical shooting range by Action Target
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10ft. wide Rubber Berm Trap

8ft. wide Rubber Berm Trap

10ft. wide Vortex

8ft. wide Vortex

8’
12’

60’

60’

120’

Single and Extended Modular Range
Arcas EXT is designed to meet specific train-
ing needs. Single module and extended mod-
ule configurations make it easy to achieve a 
range up to three lanes wide and 100m long. 
Each purpose-built module is made to order 
from new materials, never from repurposed 
shipping containers. This ensures incompara-
ble quality and longevity. Standard features 
include floor to ceiling AR500 steel for critical 
coverage, steel or rubber bullet traps, target 
systems, advanced range control, sound treat-
ment and range lighting.

 § 7m-100m Shooting Distances

 § Rifle-Rated AR500 Interior

 § Steel or Rubber Bullet Trap

 § Multiple Target and Stall Options

 § Optional Control Room

 § Sound Treatment on Walls and Ceiling

FEATURES
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10’ trailer with viewing room and Rubber Berm Trap

8’

53’

53’

106’

53’ trailer Rubber Berm Trap

53’ trailer with viewing room and Rubber Berm Trap

8’

53’

Mobile Design for Remote Training
Arcas MBL is a self-contained firearms train-
ing range designed for long life on the open 
road. At 53' long, this module is designed for 
compliance with US DOT regulations while 
maintaining the strictest ballistic and environ-
mental standards. The onboard HEPA filtered 
ventilation system exceeds OSHA and NIOSH 
standards. Sound treatment makes the sound 
of training comfortable inside and out. A single 
Arcas MBL can accommodate up to three 
shooters with a 7m or 10m training distance. 
The dual trailer configuration provides 25m 
training.

 § 7m-25m Shooting Distances

 § Pistol and Rifle Rated Options

 § Integrated HEPA Ventilation

 § US DOT Compliant

 § Optional Range Master Room

 § Rubber Berm Trap

 § LED Lighting

FEATURES
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 § Zero SDZ Ballistic Containment

 § Meets Requirements of IBC, DoD UFC 4-179-02 
and U.S. Air Force ETL 11-18

 § Open Tactical Design

 § All the Amenities of Traditional Construction

 § Customizable Range Equipment Options

 § 25-Year Structure Design Life

 § Reduced On-site and Transportation Costs

FEATURES

Custom and Open for Advanced Training
Arcas DLX is an improved way of providing 
a modular small arms range. By turning the 
modules sideways and using purpose-built 
structures that support every component, ver-
tical columns are eliminated to provide a truly 
tactical training environment. Each Arcas DLX 
module is 12 ft. wide by up to 62 ft. long and 
offers up to 14 lanes of uninterrupted space. 
This design accommodates wider lanes and 
higher ceilings while meeting DoD Unified Fa-
cility Criteria (UFC) 4-179-02 for indoor small 
arms firing ranges and ETL 11-18 small arms 
range design and construction. This range 
comes equipped to deliver your specific train-
ing requirements with Action Target's suite of 
equipment.

62’

12’

120’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’
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MODULAR BENEFITS
Modular building does not come at the cost of features, design or quality. Weather-
tight, interlocking modules create a framework designed to support all of the 
necessary equipment on the range, with the same expectations one would place 
on traditional construction methods. Arcas™ is a custom-designed structure 
to compliment range features and options common to brick and mortar builds 
including floor to ceiling AR500 steel for critical coverage, ventilation, steel or 
rubber bullet traps, target systems, shooting stalls, advanced range controls, sound 
treatment and range lighting.

As each Arcas is made-to-order, exterior colors can be chosen to complement any 
environment. In addition to the standard corrugated steel exterior walls, flat panel 
steel, brick and stucco options are also available, as well as options to match existing 
roofs and architecture or to create first-in-class aesthetics. Once delivered, projects 
can be assembled and commissioned in weeks rather than months or years. 

62’

12’

120’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’

12’

HEPA Filtered  
Dust Collection

Bullet Trap

Target Retriever

Inverted Turning Targets

Shooting Stall

Control Room, 
Storage or Staging

Running Man 
Targets

Lighting

AR500 Ceiling Baffles

Steel Blue - RAL 5019

Fire Red - RAL 3001

Reed Green - RAL 6013

Signal Gray - RAL 7004

Desert Tan - RAL 1002

Custom Colors Available
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Safety baffles ensure errant bullets can’t 
escape to the outside, providing ballistic pro-
tection to lights, pipes, ventilation ducts, and 
the building structure, while also delivering 
sound abatement, and a polished, profes-
sional appearance to the range. Baffles are 
specifically placed to provide critical coverage 
with ZERO surface or vertical danger zones. 
We use combinations of 1/4-inch, 3/8-inch 
and 1/2-inch AR500 steel on floors, ceilings 
and walls to safely contain small arms projec-
tiles up to 7.62x51mm NATO M80 with a max-
imum velocity of 3,388 fps (1032 m/s) and a 
maximum muzzle energy of 3,600 ft/lbs. or 
4880J.

BALLISTICS
Action Target bullet traps are proven to stop 
bullets safely, reliably, and consistently in all 
conditions and for all calibers appropriate 
to your shooting and training needs. The 
industry-leading steel Vortex™ Trap 
decelerates bullets while making collection 
convenient. The innovative Rubber Berm 
Trap is clean and cost-effective, capturing 
projectiles whole and intact.

Concrete Filler Board

Acoustic Tile

SureStop™ Rubber

PEPP

BULLET TRAPS
Action Target provides the industry’s best 
ventilation systems that exceed environmen-
tal standards. We offer a complete package 
of integrated controls, air filters, and mainte-
nance to ensure that the facility and the sur-
rounding area are protected from the health 
concerns associated with lead exposure and 
other airborne toxins found in indoor ranges. 
All our innovative ventilation system designs 
exceed NIOSH, EPA, and OSHA air quality 
standards and are fully customizable to each 
particular range installation.

Ventilation

VENTILATION

Steel Vortex Trap

Rubber Berm Trap

RANGE EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONS
Arcas is equipped with the following equipment to meet training requirements. 
Ballistics, ventilation, bullet traps, target systems, shooting stalls, advanced range 
controls, and lighting offer ways to customize the range to meet training needs.
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Range Lighting

TARGET SYSTEMS SHOOTING STALLS RANGE LIGHTING
The range comes equipped with your 
choice of Action Target’s industry-leading 
training systems including the Genesis™ and 
Pilot™ target retrievers, Fixed Lateral 360 
degree turning targets, DRM Pro™ Running 
Man System and reactive AutoTargets™.  
Information for these products can be found 
at www.ActionTarget.com.

Action Target offers the most diverse shooting 
stalls with the highest safety ratings and most 
customizable options. Independent ballistic 
testing and advanced designs ensure that 
shooters stay safe and comfortable in your 
range. Various color options, attachable 
accessories, interchangeable ballistic panels, 
and multiple table options are available to 
customize your range and create the ideal 
shooting experience. Available options 
provide ballistic ratings including UL 752 
Level 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and European equivalents 
EN1063 BR4 (S), BR5 (S).

Lighting makes all the difference to the 
atmosphere and enjoyment of a shooting 
range. Action Target has worked with lighting 
experts, range designers, and engineers to 
create a perfect lighting solution that includes 
adjustable brightness, ideal temperature, and 
optimal arrangement.

Defender

Guardsman

Genesis

AutoTargets
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SMARTRANGE AXIS™
Action Target Connected 
SmartRange Axis provides a central control 
point for range equipment including Genesis 
and Pilot target retrievers and ventilation.  
Integrated features streamline training and 
range operation. In addition, SmartRange Axis 
may be connected to the Action Target cloud 
for remote updates and service.

Lane Management 
SmartRange Axis’ Lane Management is 
second to none, offering the ability to enter 
shooters' names, assign unique permissions, 
and designate lane time limits.

Unique Permissions 
User profiles are created by ranges and 
assigned to shooters at check-in. Each user 
profile carries unique permissions for pro-
gram access and editing, lighting control, and 
equipment features. This allows ranges to 
tailor each session based on criteria such as 
department or authority level.

Lane Time 
Assign a specific amount of time to a shooter.  
Once they are in their lane and begin their 
session, the lane time starts counting down. 
When their session ends, the carrier automati-
cally returns home. Need more time?  
SmartRange Axis’ Lane Management Tool 
allows range staff to easily add more time to  
a lane session.

Retriever Control 
Take control of one or multiple lanes with 
SmartRange Axis’ Retriever Control. This 
allows trainers and staff personnel to manually 
control or run programs and time drills in sync 
across multiple lanes. 

Program Creation 
Build dynamic programs and organize them 
by folder. Control exposure time, edge time, 
and cycle count. Or establish random parame-
ters for a truly unpredictable and challenging 
training session.  

Timed Drills 
Set up and execute timed drills with custom-
ized target exposure times, cycle counts, and 
retriever speed for training or qualification.
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US/CANADA

US MILITARY

INTERNATIONAL

BRA

PRY

BOL

PER

ECU

COL

PANCRI

NICSLV
HND

BLZ

CUB

JAM
DOMPRI KNI

MSR GLP
MTQ

BRB

TTO

VCT
DMA

HTI

BHSMEX

USA

CAN

GRL

ISL

FRO
NOR

IRL

PRT ESP

MAR

DZA

TUN

LBY EGY

TCD
SDN

NER

MLIMRT

ESH

SEN
GMB

CPV

GNB GIN
BFA

GHA
BEN

TGO

NGA

CMR
CAF

ETH

ERI

DJI

SOM
KEN

UGA

TZA

RWA
BDICOD

ANO
ZMB

NAM BWA

ZWE

MWI MOZ

ZAF
LSO

SWZ

MDG
MUS

REU

REU

ATF

COM
MYT

SYC
COG

GAB
GNQ

CIV
LBR

SLE

FRA CHE
AUT

SVE
SVK
HUNSLVHRV

BIH SRB
MNE

MKDALB

MLT

GRC

CYP

BGR

TUR

SYR
LBN
ISR

JOR

IRQ IRN
AFG

ARE
QAT

BHR 
KWT

SAU

TRK

UZB

KAZ

IND

LKA

PAK

OMN

YEM

NPL

CHN

BTN

MNG

BGD

MMR
LAO

THA

KHM VNM
PHL

MYS
BRN

IDN
PNG

AUS

NZL

NCL

VUT FJI

SLB

GUM

TWN

JPN

PRK

KOR
AZE

GEO
ARM

ITA

LIE

DEU

DNK

NLD

LUX
BEL

GBR

SWE

FIN

RUS

EST
LVA

LTU

POL

UKR

MDA
ROU

BLR

GTM

VEN GUY
GUFSUR

URY
ARG

CHL

FLK
SGS

CENTRAL ASIA/
MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Jason Xochimitl 
jxochimitl@actiontarget.com

PACIFIC RIM/EUROPE
Stephanie Thomas 
stephaniet@actiontarget.com

LATIN AMERICA
Kelli Cutler 
kellic@actiontarget.com

WA

OR

NV

ID

UT
CO

NM

TX

CA

HI

MT

WY

AZ

ND

SD
MN

NE

KS

OK

AR

LA

MO

WI

IA

IL

MI

IN

OH

NY

QCON

MB
SK

AB

BC

NB

VT
NH

MA

ME

CT

PA

WV

KY

TN

MS AL GA

FL

SC

NC

VA

MD
NJ

RI

DE

AK

SOUTHWEST
Chris Hart 
chrish@actiontarget.com

MIDWEST
Jonathan Ingalls 
jingalls@actiontarget.com

EAST
Rex Shields 
rexs@actiontarget.com

NORTHWEST
Scott DeSanti 
scottd@actiontarget.com

SOUTH
Aaron Ludwig 
aaronl@actiontarget.com

RANGE SALES

ME
AF

SW

 E

EU CA

PR

 NW

 MW

 S

LA

Kelli Cutler 
kellic@actiontarget.com
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BETTER EQUIPPED. BETTER PREPARED.™
3411 S Mountain Vista Pkwy  |  Provo, UT  84606
801.377.8033  |  ActionTarget.com

                         #ActionTarget


